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Doppler broadening of spectral lines of ions in stochastic varying fields in a plasma is analyzed the
oretically. Relations are derived which define the shape of the spectral lines in those cases when 
displacement of the ions is due to drift in crossed electric fields, appearing on development of insta
bility, and in a constant magnetic field. Expressions are also derived in the more general case when 
ion motion can be described by the Langevin equation, and the fields acting on the ions are electric 
fields with a finite correlation time between their amplitudes. 

J. THE question of the Doppler broadening of ionic 
lines in a plasma, due to motion in constant electric 
fields and to thermal motion, was investigated by Frish 
and Kagan, [ 11 and the line shape of the spectral lines 
was determined for this case by Sena/ 21 , Fock, PJ and 
Kagan and Perel'.[ 41 Since in a non-equilibrium turbu
lent plasma there are excited intense stochastic oscil
lations and waves whose field intensities are quite ap
preciable, we can expect the velocities acquired by the 
ions in such fields to be large, and the shape of the 
spectral line to be determined by the motion of the ions 
in the stochastic alternating electric fields. This raises 
the question of determining under these conditions the 
contour of the spectral line. 

In the case of steady-state stochastic fields, this 
problem is quite analogous in its method of solution to 
the problem of determining the shape of the spectral 
line of an atom executing Brownian motion in a dense 
gaseous medium. This question was investigated by 
Podgoretskii and Stepanov[ 51 and by Dicke.[ 61 Natural
ly, the motion of ions in random alternating fields dif
fers greatly from Brownian motion of an atom in a gas
eous medium, and the parameters characterizing the 
contour of the spectral line should differ from those ob
tained in [ 5• 61• The purpose of the present paper is to 
determine the contour of the spectral lines of plasma 
ions moving in stochastic alternating fields. 

The energy acquired by the ions in high-frequency 
fields is much lower than in low-frequency fields, but 
taking into account the fact that the intensities of the 
high-frequency fields are in many cases much higher 
than the intensities of the low -frequency fields, it is 
necessary also to estimate the influence of the ion ac
celeration due to the high-frequency waves. It should 
be noted that measurements of the contours of the spec
tral lines of ions are important not only because they 
make it possible to determine the temperature or the 
ordered velocity of the ions, but also because their 
measurements apparently can determine the intensities 
of the fields of the high-frequency and low-frequency 
oscillations, the important parameter np1kT (npl-plas
rna density), and also the coefficient of anomalous diffu
sion due to the low -frequency fields of the instabilities. 
The problem of determining the energy of fast ions by 

spectral methods is made difficult in many cases by the 
fact that the fast ions constitute a small fraction of the 
plasma. We note that this problem is analogous in many 
respects to the problem of the Stark effect in stochas
iically alternating fields. [ 71 1> 

As is well known, [ 111 the simplest method of deter
mining the contour of a spectral line is the method 
based on the use of the correlation function K(T), with 
which the radiation density I(w) is connected by the re
lation[ 121 

1 .. 
l(w)= -Re \ ei(wo-w)<K(T)d-t. (1) 

:r1 • 
0 

In the case of the Doppler effect K(T) is equal to 

K(-r) = (exp{ik0[x(t+-r) -x(t)]}). (2) 

Here w 0 is the unperturbed frequency of the line and k0 

is the corresponding wave number. 
In the case considered by us, the ion displacements 

x(t) are due to the action of alternating stochastic elec
tric fields: 

E (x, t) = :3 E, ex:p [i(kv- w,)t + ikxo], 

where the phases <Pk = kx0 are random quantities satis
fying the condition ( exp { i(k + k')x0 }) = Ok, -k'· We 
assume here that in a steady-state turbulence the dis
placement of the ions in the electric field, excited upon 
development of the instability of the waves, is small 
(k6.x « 1), and therefore the fields acting on the ions 
depend only on the time. For <Pk there is a uniform 
distribution law, and the spectrum of the wave numbers 
k is quite broad. 

When the number of harmonics k is large, the dis
placement x obeys a Gaussian distribution. A simple 
method of calculating mean values of the type (2) has 
been used in [ 51 • Expanding the exponential (2) in pow
ers of k0 6.x and noting that the odd powers vanish in 
this expansion, and (6.2llx) = (2n- 1)!! (x2) for the even 

1) As is well known, the question of the Stark broadening of lines in 
a high-temperature plasma in the absence of high-frequency stochastic 
fields was considered by Kogan [8 ] and by Kolb, Griem, and Chen [9 ], 

and nonstationary processes of pair collisions were considered by V al'n
shte'ln and Sobel' man [ 10 ]. 
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powers, the authors find that 
(exp [1k0{x{t + 't")- x(t))]) = exp [- 112k02((.z;{t + 't") - x(t)) 2)]. 

Thus, calculations of the correlation function re- (3) 
duces to a determination of the mean-squared displace
ment (~x2 ). 

2. Let us calculate the mean-square ion displace
ment due to the drift in crossed electric fields of low
frequency waves excited during the development of in
stabilities, and in a constant magnetic field. Since in 
this case the ion velocity is 

(4) 

we get 

x(t + 't")- x(t) = _c_] Eh exp {i(k,vo--: c:.:~)'t" + i~k}- exp {i~kl., (5) 
Ho h t(k,vo-rok) 

where (pk = kz z0(t) - wkt. Using (5) and performing the 
corresponding calculations, assuming the random 
phases to be equally probable, we obtain 

2c2 4 - cos ak't" 
((x(t + 't")- x(t)]2) = _____.~ JEkl~ , n.• h ah• 

ah = k,vo- rok. 
(6) 

Using the formula for the mean-square displacement 
(6), we calculate with the aid of relations (3) and (1) the 
ion spectral-line shape determined by the Doppler ef
fect in stochastic alternating fields. It should be noted 
that mathematically this problem is analogous to the 
problem of determining the spectrum of oscillations 
with a fluctuating frequency, considered in a large num
ber of papers (see~ for example, [ 13 ' 141 ) and most thor
oughly by Rytov. [ 1 1 

Let us consider first the displacement of thermal 
particles kzVo - 0. For small T ( T << 1/0' where n 
is the average frequency in the spectrum) we then ob
tain 

c• 
((x(t+'t")-x(t)J2)=-Tll:1Ekl 2• (7) 

Ho2 k 

For large T ( T >> 1/0) we get 

2c2 r da IE·I·1-cosa't" 
((x(t+'t")-x(t)]•)=~ J Jdro/dk,J K a• 

2c2 r '( IEAI 2 )I 1-cosx' 
=--'t' .JdX 

ttHo2 I dro/ dkzl 01=-x'/< x'2 
-« 

Hence 

Great interest attaches to the calculation of ( Ax2 ) 

for resonant ions, since the Doppler shift for them is 
maximal. For these particles kzV 0 RJ wk and ak - 0. 
Calculations similar to those given above, together with 
the relation 

« 

1 r 1-COSX't" 
lim- .l /(x) x• dx = tt/(0), 
·-- 't" 

(9) 

yield 

Knowing the mean-square displacement of the ions, 
we can determine the shape of the spectral line. 

For thermal particles at T - oo the function K( T), 
according to (2) and (3), is equal to 

(10) 

where 

For resonant particles we have 

K('t")= exp[- ~ Dpea't" ). (11) 
where 

Substituting (10) and (11) in (1) we obtain the spectral 
density I(w) of the radiation distribution, which deter
mines the shape of the spectral line; in our case we 
have a resonance line shape: 

1 
J(ro)=· 

2n (ro- roo) 2 + f/4k04D2 

Thus, the half-width of the spectral line, for thermal 
particles, is equal to 

11w =' &k<f JE.,J•I 
2Ho• ,_, (12) 

or 
~= cko JE.,J•I , 

<Oo 2Ho• .,=o 

and for resonant particles 

(i1ro)res . cko ( IEAJ.2 )I 
~= 2H.!- Jvo-d:.:/dk,j 01=1t "' 

% 

(13) 

For short times (T << 1/0) (~x2 ) ~ T 2, and the shape 
of the spectral line becomes Gaussian 

1=--1-exp[- (ro-·roo)•) rof= ko'c' ~ jEkl 2· (14) 
Y2nw• w• ' n.• 

h 

3. We have determined the spectral line shape for 
the case when the displacement of the ions is due to 
their drift in crossed electric fields of waves excited in 
the development of instabilities, and in a constant mag
netic field. In the more general case, when the motion 
of the ions does not reduce to a simple drift in crossed 
electric and magnetic fields, the mean-square displace
ment ( ~x2 ), and consequently the spectral line shape, 
can be calculated by integrating the Langevin equation, 
which in our case is given by 

dv e 
dt + f3V =-in'~ E\(t)exp {i(kvo- WA)t + ikxo}, (15) 

where {3 is the collision frequency. The random initial 
phases satisfy the condition (exp { i(k + k')x0 }) = l>k -k', 
and the random amplitudes satisfy the condition ' 

E,.('t")E~t"('t"') = IE~tl 2 exp [-v('t"-'t"')] •>. 

2>Here 1/v is the correlation time. Thus, unlike the preceding section, 
we take into account the collisions and the flnite correlation time of the 
Fourier hannonics of the electric field of the oscillations. 
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Then, integrating {15) and suitably averaging, we obtain 

tl ((z-Xo)2) eZ ~ I 12\ r~~~osinC£J<'f-'VCOSa,'f 
-e.-"'---;;~~ =--·LJ E1o e-'~~• L---;;--;o--;;---

ll'f 2 mz~z h a~~ + v2 

aAsina~<'t'+(p-v)cosa~<'f] + v } k - --- , a"= Vo-WJt. 
a~<Z+(~-ov)Z a~<z+vz (16) 

At a finite correlation time 11 '¢ 0 and at large times 
{3T >> 1 and liT >> 1, we obtain for nonresonant parti
cles (v 0 - O, ll!k RJ -Wit) 

e2 't r doo '\1 IE 12 {17) 
(azz) = ( (z- zo)Z) = ma~z 2n 2. I doo/ dk I OO~<z + vz 'h ' 

where w* is the minimum frequency in the spectrum of 
the oscillations excited upon development of the insta
bilities. 

The relation w = w(k) is determined from the dis
persion equations, and 1/11 is determined mainly from 
experiment. 

For resonant particles ll!k = kv0 - Wk- O, and using 
{16) we obtain after integrating with respect to w 

(azz)=~'t(-~-)1 
mzpz lv0 -doo/tlkl mh~h, 

As expected, the displacement of the resonant ions 
is determined by the intensity of the electric field of 
the waves whose phase velocity is close to ion velocity. 
Since the field intensities of such waves are quite large 
in a number of experiments, the Doppler broadenings 
should be quite appreciable. We note that measurement 
of the quantity ( .6.x2 ) makes it possible to obtain also 
estimates for the coefficient of the anomalous diffusion 
due to the instabilities. 

In conclusion, I am grateful to Ya. B. Fainberg and 
V. D. Shapiro for interest in the work and for valuable 
discussions. 
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